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Aquarius Condominium Association 

c/o David Slavin  

2751 South Ocean Dr. 

Hollywood, FL 33019 

File #7478-16 

 

RE: Aquarius Restoration and Related Work 2016-11-18 Bid Summary 

 

Dear Board of Directors: 

This letter is meant to summarize the proposals received in response to our Invitation to Bid and subsequent 

bids received for the aforementioned project on November 18, 2016. As many of you are aware we have created 

a spreadsheet for comparing the bids and reviewed the contents of the bids for inclusiveness. It is not unusual to 

see errors in a bid tab consisting of over 135 line items. One common error many of the contractors made was to 

include the alternate line item for glass rails in their Total Sum. Due to this error and others the numbers read 

aloud at the bid opening compared to the actual numbers varied. The following summary is meant to assist the 

board in selecting a contractor. There are many variables to consider many of which do not transfer onto a 

spread sheet. Some examples of variables requiring additional research might include the reputation of the 

contractor through references, the complexity and value of previous contracts, outstanding liens, to name a few. 

The summary at the end of the contractor briefings has a line item based on the bid numbers and a full balcony 

replacement as per the results of the compressive strength tests. 

National Concrete 

National Concrete’s bid was turned in without many errors in terms of calculations. The contractor provided a 

“Letter of Bondability” along with their bid. The letter did not state any values associated with their bonding 

capabilities. This is often included with such a letter.  

The bid did not include a bid bond nor were any promises made in regards to providing a bid bond.  

The contractor did not acknowledge the Addendum 3 contract terms by objecting or accepting the terms. 

The highest value project National Concrete submitted with their history was a $4.8 million job.  
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Bengoa Construction 

Bengoa Construction also turned their bid in without a bid bond. They did not address or promise a bid bond. 

The number they had for the complete removal and replacement of the balcony decks is too low. They have 

missed something in their bid. I called to verify the number knowing the potential significance of the number, 

and they did conclude that number was incorrect. I have not provided them with the option to amend their bid, 

but have asked for a verbal response of what that value actually is (for our own purposes).  

The contractor did not acknowledge the Addendum 3 contract terms by objecting or accepting the terms. 

Bengoa has a decent reputation however their bid cannot be considered as it is, and there is not a bid bond to 

hold them to it. 

Bengoa’s largest referenced project is $7.2m 

 

Carousel Development and Restoration 

Carousel was unable to meet the deadline for providing a bid bond by the bid date. They did however inform 

both Atlantic Pacific and Hillman Engineering that they were working with their bonding company to procure it 

but were unable to get it to us by the bid opening due to time constraints.  

Carousel currently has a bid bond in place for their bid. 

Carousel’s bid had a few small provisions in it and they added a line item for general conditions of $210,000. 

They also included a bond for 2.5% of the contract value of $245,623.06 which should not have been included 

in their sum. This value was removed from in the corrections below. 

The contractor did not acknowledge the Addendum 3 contract terms by objecting or accepting the terms. 

Carousel’s highest referenced contract was for just over $9 with only one listed project less than $6.8m. 

 

Coast to Coast (CTC) General Contractors 

CTC’s bid after corrections is the apparent low bidder; CTC submitted a check to cover their bid bond of 5% of 

the bid total. There were not any significant items left out of their original bid, however like some of the others 

they included the glass rail as part of their original bid.  

The contractor did not acknowledge the Addendum 3 contract terms by objecting or accepting the terms. 

The largest project listed as a reference for CTC was $5.5 Million  

 

Structural 

Structural’s bid was complete and included a bid bond. The company also produced a letter of bondability with 

a single project up to $30,000,000 and aggregate of $300,000,000 million. In terms of financial strength 

structural is likely the strongest due to their national parent company. 

The contractor did not acknowledge the Addendum 3 contract terms by objecting or accepting the terms. 

Structural’s largest referenced project was $5.3.  
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Restore Group 

Restore’s bid had a few items missing from the bid tab sum. It was accounted for in their bid tabulation by 

stating it would be cost plus 20%. A conservative figure for the missing items would be just over $100k. That 

said, when considering restore’s Bid at least $100k should be added to their values for comparison purposes. 

We did not adjust their bid for these missing items because we had no way of knowing excactly what they 

would be. 

Restore did not provide a bid bond nor did they promise to provide one. 

Restore proposed their own contract for the project and did not acknowledge the addendum 3 contract terms 

provided. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

COMPARISON 

SUMMARY 

     Bengoa  Carousel  Coast to 

Coast 

 National 

Concrete 

 Restore  Structural 

Actual Number 

on the Bid 

Document 

s   8,199,347.00   9,824,922.46   8,927,642.00   8,568,492.66   10,043,176.10   9,212,707.00 

Corrected By 

Hillman 

Engineering 

s   8,177,541.67   9,578,599.40

  

  7,599,578.00   8,568,492.66   8,809,421.26   9,208,957.00 

Difference  s   21,805.33   246,323.06

  

  1,328,064.00   0.00   1,233,754.84   3,750.00 

Projected for 

Full Balcony 

Replacement 

s   8,806,060.50   11,972,778.60   11,394,605.00   12,168,734.66   11,491,705.26   12,030,517.20 

Additional Cost 

for Alt. Glass 

Rails 

s  543,808  1,535,320  609,440  468,800  525,056  703,200 


